Abstract. Let Mn be an n×n real (resp. complex) Wigner matrix and UnΛnU * n be its spectral decomposition. Set (y1, y2 · · · , yn)
Introduction
Let M n = 1 √ n (v ij ) n,n be an n × n real or complex Wigner matrix whose definition is stated below.
Definition 1.1 (Real Wigner matrix).
We call M n a real Wigner matrix if it is a symmetric random matrix such that {v ij , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} is a collection of independent real random variables. And v ij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n are i.i.d with common mean 0 and variance 1. And v ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ n are i.i.d with common mean 0 and finite variance.
Definition 1.2 (Complex Wigner matrix).
We call M n a complex Wigner matrix if it is an Hermitian random matrix such that {v ij , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} is a collection of independent random variables. And v ij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n are i.i.d complex random vaiables with common mean 0 and variance 1. And v ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ n are i.i.d real random variables with common mean 0 and finite variance. Under the above viewpoint, it is well known that when M n is GOE (resp. GUE), U n is Haar distributed on the orthogonal group O(n) (resp. unitary group U (n)). Then it is natural to conjecture that U n of the general Wigner matrices is "asymptotically" Haar distributed in some sense. In other words, we care about the universal properties of the matrices of eigenvectors. In the past decades, a vast of work had been devoted to the study of the universality problems of various statistics of the eigenvalues. By contrast, the work on the universality of eigenvectors is much less. The most recent progresses on this aspect maybe the delocalization or localization property of the eigenvectors for different types of random matrices (see [7] , [8] , [3] , [5] , [6] and [13] for instance) and the universality for the local statistics of the eigenvector coefficients (see [11] , [17] ).
In this paper, we will discuss a universality result for a global property of the eigenvectors. Below we give the definition of the concerned quantity of our paper and then explain why it is closely related to the universality of the distribution of U n .
Let x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) T be a definite unit vector. That is to say, x ∈ S n−1 in the real case, and x ∈ S 2n−1 in the complex case. Here S n−1 := {r ∈ R n : ||r|| = 1}, S 2n−1 := {z ∈ C n : ||z|| = 1}.
Now we set the vector y = (y 1 , · · · , y n ) T = U * n x. Then we can construct a process X n (t) ∈ D[0, 1] from the vector y as
where β = 1 is for the real case and β = 2 is for the complex case. Hereafter, the notation ⌊x⌋ stands for integer part of x. In this paper, we will discuss the limit of the process (1.1) in the weak sense. Such a problem was raised by Silverstein in [14] and was shown to be closely related to the universality problem on U n . Note that when U n is Haar distributed on the orthogonal group O(n) (resp. unitary group U (n)), it is well known that for any real (resp. complex) unit vector x one has that y is uniformly distributed on S n−1 (resp. S 2n−1 ). Then for the real case, one has
where g R := (g 1 , g 2 , · · · , g n ) T is a Gaussian vector with i.i.d. N (0, 1) coefficients. Similarly, for the complex case one has
where g C := (η 1 + √ −1ζ 1 , · · · , η n + √ −1ζ n ) T is a Gaussian vector with i.i.d. N (0, 1/2) + √ −1N (0, 1/2) coefficients. Note that actually we can choose the Gaussian variables with arbitrary common variance because of the scaling invariance. Here we just specify them to be standard for convenience. Then by using the classical results on weak convergence, it is elementary to see for the Gaussian case
where W • (t) is the standard Brownian bridge. Conversely, (1.2) reflects the fact that y is uniformly distributed on sphere in a global sense. Thus if (1.2) is valid for general Wigner matrices with a large class of x, we can regard that U n of general case is "asymptotically" Haar distributed from such a certain perspective. Such a "measure" of closeness between the distribution of U n and the Haar distribution was first raised by Silverstein in [14] for the sample covariance matrices. However, Silverstein only succeeded in proving the result for the unit vectors x = (±1/ √ n, · · · , ±1/ √ n) T under the assumption that the matrix elements are symmetrically distributed. As discussed above, in the Gaussian case, x can be arbitrary. Thus it is crucial to verify (1.2) for more general x rather than those in [14] . In this paper, we will prove (1.2) for a large class of Wigner matrices under the restriction of ||x|| ∞ → 0 which will be shown to be necessary for the concerned problem in the general distribution cases (see Remark 3.5 below). Here ||x|| ∞ = max 1≤i≤n |x i | is the maximum norm of x. Moreover, we do not need the symmetrical distribution condition imposed on the matrix elements. To state our main result, we need an ad hoc terminology. Definition 1.3 (Matching to the k-th moments). We say that two Wigner matrices
In the sequel, we will specify k = 4. That means we require the elements of two concerned Wigner matrices have the same first four moments. Moreover, throughout the paper, we will need the following additional condition on the matrix elements. Condition 1.4. We assume the matrix elements v ij 's have uniform subexponential dacay. That is,
with some positive constant C independent of i, j.
Now we can state our main result. Theorem 1.5. Assume that M n is a real (resp. complex) Wigner matrix matching GOE (resp. GUE) to the 4-th moments. Moreover, we assume that M n satisfies Condition 1.4. For any definite real (resp. complex) unit vector x satisfying ||x|| ∞ → 0 as n tends to infinity, we have
Here β = 1, 2 in the real case and complex case respectively.
Hereafter, when we refer to "limit" and "accumulation point" of a random sequence, they are always in the sense of weak convergence. Moreover, for simplicity, when there is no confusion, we may omit the time parameter t from X n (t) and
The main proof strategy will benefit from the discussions in [14] . Specifically, a criteria for weak convergence for a random sequence on D[0, 1] with its limit supported on C[0, 1] was provided in [14] (see Theorem 3.1 of [14] ). Such a criteria can be regarded as a slight modification of the classical "f inite dimensional convergence+ tightness" issue. The discussions in [14] and the recent result of Bai and Pan [1] can help us to confirm that the unique possible C[0, 1]-supported accumulation point of (X n ) n≥1 is W • . Then it remains to show that (X n ) n≥1 is tight and can only has C[0, 1]-supported accumulation point. However, it has been shown in [14] that the proof of the tightness of the sequence (X n ) n≥1 is an obstacle to this problem. In order to show the tightness, Silverstein imposed the additional symmetrical distribution condition on the matrix elements and restricted the discussions on the special cases of x = (±1/ √ n, · · · , ±1 √ n) T in [14] for the sample covariance matrices. Actually, Silverstein's proof can be adopted after slight modifications to the Wigner matrices under similar restrictions as those imposed in [14] for the sample covariance matrices.
To remove the restrictions mentioned above, we will use a totally different method. A new input is the so-called isotropic local semicircle law proposed by Knowles and Yin in [12] quite recently. Crudely speaking, we can verify the tightness of (X n ) n≥1 through providing some good upper bounds on the fourth moments of the increments of X n (t). Such bounds will turn out to be easily obtained for the Gaussian case owing to the explicit distribution information of y. For more general Wigner matrices, we will use the idea of comparing the general case with the Gaussian case. Such a comparison method relies on the classical Linderberg strategy, i.e. replacing the matrix elements by those of the "reference" matrix one pair (or one unit in the diagonal case) each time and then evaluating the change of the concerned quantity induced by the replacement on each step. Then by a telescoping argument we can get the difference of the concerned quantities of two Wigner matrices. Such an approach was used in the literature of the Random Matrix Theory recently. One can see [15] , [9] and [10] for instances. Particularly, one can refer to [11] , [17] and [2] for the applications of such a strategy on some problems about the eigenvectors of the Wigner matrices.
More precisely, to provide the upper bounds on the fourth moments of the increments of X n (t), we will mainly pursue the idea of the Green function comparison approach raised by Erdös, Yau and Yin in [9] . To this end, at first, we will approximate the increment of the process by a quantity expressed in terms of the Green function. Then we will perform a replacement issue on the Green functions to achieve the purpose of comparison. Such a strategy will rely on the isotropic local semicircle law provided in [12] . Our paper will be organized as follows. In Section 2, we will present some necessary preliminaries. And in section 3, we will provide a criteria of the weak convergence of X n (t) which contains two statements. It will be shown that the first statement can be implied by a recent result of Bai and Pan [1] , thus we will just sketch the proof of this statement at the end of Section 3. The second statement is mainly about the tightness of the sequence (X n ) n≥1 , which will be handled in Section 4.
Throughout the paper, the notations C, C 1 , C ′ and K will be used to denote some n-independent positive constants whose values may defer from line to line. The notation || · || op stands for the operator norm of a matrix.
We will say an event E occurs with overwhelming probability if and only if
for any given positive number K when n is sufficiently large.
Preliminaries
In this section, we will state some basic notions and recent results, especially some known results on the Green functions which will be frequently used in the proof of Theorem 1.5.
The so-called empirical spectral distribution (ESD) of M n is defined by
It is well known that F n (x) almost surely converges weakly to Wigner's semicircle law F sc (x) whose density function is given by
The Stieltjes transform of a probability measure µ can be defined for all complex
Here E and η are the real and imaginary parts of z respectively. Thus by definitions, we have
and
For simplicity of the notation, we will briefly write m Fn (z) and m Fsc (z) as m n (z) and m sc (z) respectively. It is well known that
The Green function G n (z) of M n is defined by
which is also called the resolvent of M n . Now by (2.2), we also have
It was shown by Erdös, Yau and Yin in [10] that when
for some positive constant C, one has that m n (z) is well approximated by m sc (z) with overwhelming probability. Moreover, it was proved in [10] that G ii (z)'s are close to m sc (z) and G jk (z)'s (j = k) are small in the sense that for some positive constant C,
holds uniformly for z ∈ S with overwhelming probability. See Theorem 2.1 of [10] for details. Now if we denote the standard basis of R n by e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n conventionally, i.e. e i is the n × 1 vector with only the i-th component being 1 and the others being 0. Then we can write
Recently, Knowles and Yin generalized the estimation (2.4) to the quantities
for any definite unit vectors v, w in [12] and provided the so-called isotropic local semicircle law. Meanwhile, for any unit vector v they also provided in [12] the uniform upper bounds for the quantities
And they named the control on the quantities above as the isotropic delocalization of the eigenvectors, which can be viewed as a generalization of the delocalization property for eigenvectors raised in [7] . Both the isotropic local semicircle law and isotropic delocalization property will be crucial to our analysis in the sequel. We remark here the assumptions imposed in [12] are weaker than those made in our paper. We refer to [12] for details and will not mention this fact again in the sequel. For convenience, we will reformulate their results as the following lemma under our assumptions.
Lemma 2.1 (Knowles and Yin, [12] ). Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.5, we have the following two statements.
(1):(isotropic local semicircle law). For z ∈ S, there exists some positive constant C such that
with overwhelming probability for all deterministic and normalized vectors v, w ∈ C n .
(2):(isotropic delocalization). For any deterministic and normalized vector v ∈ C n , we have
for some positive constant C with overwhelming probability.
Remark 2.2. We remind here that the validity of (2.6) does not depend on the ambiguity of the choices of the eigenvectors caused by (r1) and (r2). For details, see the proof of Theorem 2.5 of [12] .
Remark 2.3. Actually, we will need (2.5) to hold uniformly for all z ∈ S with overwhelming probability in some discussions below. Note that
Now we choose an ε-net of S with ε = n −K with sufficiently large K. Then we have (2.5) holds uniformly on the ε-net with overwhelming probability. By using (2.7) and the elementary mean value theorem, we can get that (2.5) uniformly holds on S with overwhelming probability by slightly adjusting the constant C in (2.5).
At the end of this section we explain that the ambiguity caused by (r1) does not influence the limit property of X n (t). Now let γ i := γ i,n ∈ [−2, 2] be the classical location of λ i in the sense that
It is easy to check that for some positive constant C,
By the rigidity property of the eigenvalues which was proved by Erdös, Yau and Yin in [10] we see that with overwhelming probability, the event
holds for some positive constant C 1 when n is sufficiently large. Now we assume that there is an n 0 such that
Note that although the eigenvectors u n 0 +1 , · · · , u n 0 +k can be chosen in many different ways, the choice of the projection matrix
is unique. Thus the quantity
is uniquely defined. This shows that the definition of X n (t) does not depend on the choices of the eigenvectors as long as λ ⌊nt⌋ is a simple eigenvalue. Now if λ ⌊nt⌋ is not simple, we can assume that n 0 + 1 ≤ ⌊nt⌋ ≤ n 0 + k without loss of generality. Following from (2.8) and (2.9), it is not difficult to see with overwhelming probability, there is no eigenvalue with multiplicity larger than (log n) 2C 1 log log n . For n 0 + 1 ≤ ⌊nt⌋ ≤ n 0 + k, we can write
Then by the fact k ≤ (log n) 2C 1 log log n with overwhelming probability and the isotropic delocalization property (2.6) we see that the second term on the right hand side of (2.10) (not well defined term) can be discarded in probability. Moreover, since both the upper bound of the multiplicity of eigenvalue and isotropic delocalization property hold uniformly in i = 1, · · · , n, the above discussion also holds uniformly in t ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, the limit behaviour of X n (t) does not depend on the ambiguity caused by (r1).
Uniqueness of the C[0, 1]-supported accumulation point
In this section, we will provide some known results and mainly show that W • is the unique C[0, 1]-supported accumulation point of (X n ) n≥1 . Similar to the discussions in [2] , to prove Theorem 1.5, it suffices to verify the following two lemmas. The remaining part of this section will be devoted to the proof of Lemma 3.1. To this end , we will need the Theorem 1.2 of [1] . For convenience of the reader, we rewrite it here. Let 
(1) If M n is real, i.e. β = 1, and Ev 3 12 = 0, then W n (g 1 ), · · · , W n (g k ) converges weakly to a Gaussian vector W f with mean zero and covariance function
(2) If M n is complex, i.e. β = 2, and Ev 2 12 = 0 and Ev 2 12v 12 = 0, then (1) remains true.
Remark 3.4. We remind here that W n (g) in the complex case is different from X n (g) in [1] in scaling. Now we begin to prove Lemma 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Changing the variable t by F sc (u), one can see that it is equivalent to verify that the sequence (X n (F sc (u))) n≥1 has W • (F sc (u)) as its unique possible accumulation point supported on C[−2, 2]. We claim that it suffices to show the following two statements.
Below we sketch the proof of Lemma 3.1 providing (a) and (b) at first. Note that if we assume that one convergent subsequence {X n ′ (F sc (u))} converges weakly to some C[−2, 2]-supported process X(u), then by Theorem 5.1 of [4] , one has
Meanwhile, by (b) we also know that if X(u) is C[−2, 2]-supported, its distribution is uniquely determined by the distribution of
Thus we have {X n ′ (F sc (u))} converges weakly to W • (F sc (u)) as n ′ → ∞. Therefore, we have Lemma 3.1 by (a) and (b). It remains to verify (a) and (b). The proof of (b) is nearly the same as the counterpart of the proof for Theorem 3.1 of [14] . Thus here we omit the detail. To verify (a) for X n (F sc (u)), we will work on the slight modification X n (F n (u)) instead. Note that by the rigidity property which was proved by Erdös, Yau and Yin in [10] we see that there exists some positive constant C such that
with overwhelming probability (see Theorem 2.2 of [10] ). Thus we have for some
with overwhelming probability. Above we have used the isotropic delocalization property (2.6). Therefore, it suffices to study the limit behaviour of
Moreover, also by the rigidity property provided in [10] , we see that all the eigenvalues of M n are in the interval [−5, 5] with overwhelming probability. Combining with the fact that
with overwhelming probability. Relying on the discussion above one can transfer the problem to show that
.
By integration by parts, it suffices to verify
Thus we arrive at the stage to use Theorem 3.3. Note that Theorem 3.3 only depends on the first three moments of the matrix elements. And the GOE and GUE obviously satisfy the moment assumptions in Theorem 3.3. Moreover, by the discussions above and (1.2) for the Gaussian case, (3.3) is valid for GOE and GUE obviously. Hence, (3.3) also holds for general Wigner matrices under the assumptions of Theorem 1.5. So we complete the proof.
4. Tightness of (X n ) n≥1
In this section, we will prove Lemma 3.2. At first, we show that the process sequence (X n ) n≥1 can only have C[0, 1]-supported accumulation points. It suffices to check that the maximal jump of the process X n (t) converges to zero in probability. This can be seen directly from the isotropic delocalization property (2.6). Thus the remaining part of this section will be devoted to showing the tightness of the process sequence (X n ) n≥1 , which is the main part of our proof. To this end, we begin with the modulus of continuity of the process X n as w Xn (δ) = w(X n , δ) := sup
By Theorem 8.2 of the Billingsley's book [4] , to prove the tightness of (X n ) n≥1 , it suffices to show the following two statements.
(I): For each positive η, there exists an a such that P(|X n (0)| > a) ≤ η, n ≥ 1 and (II): For each positive ε and η, there exists a δ, with 0 < δ < 1, and an integer n 0 such that
Note that (I) is obvious in our case since
Therefore, it suffices to show (II) in the sequel. We will rely on the following lemma. 
with some positive constants C and α > 1 which are both independent of t 1 , t 2 , then (II) holds.
Proof. Note that by definition, we need to show that for any positive ε and η, there exists a δ ∈ (0, 1) and a sufficiently large n 0 such that for n ≥ n 0 P sup
By the discussions in [4] (see (8.12) of [4] ), it suffices to show that for n ≥ n 0 and 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ 1,
Note that 0 ≤ sup
with overwhelming probability for sufficiently large n. Here in the last inequality above we used the isotropic delocalization property (2.6). Thus it suffices to show that for m = ⌊n 1/2+ǫ/2 ⌋, 
with some positive constants C and α > 1. When n is sufficiently large, by the definition of m, it suffices to have (4.1) when t 2 − t 1 ≥ n −1/2−ǫ . Thus we complete the proof.
Below we will verify the condition (4.1) of Lemma 4.1 for t 1 , t 2 ∈ [0, 1] such that t 2 − t 1 ≥ n −1/2−ǫ . At first, we construct a modified process as
Here we specify F −1 sc (0) = −2 and
Then by using (3.2) and (2.6) again one obtains that with overwhelming probability,
Moreover, we also have the definite bounds
Then by combining (4.3) and (4.4), for t 2 − t 1 ≥ n −1/2−ǫ we have
Therefore, it suffices to show that for any t 1 , t 2 ∈ [0, 1] satisfying t 2 − t 1 ≥ n −1/2−ǫ , one has
with some positive constants C and α > 1. Now set
By the explicit formula of the semicircle law (2.1), it is elementary to see that when t 2 − t 1 ≥ n −1/2−ǫ , there exists s 2 − s 1 ≥ Cn −1/2−ǫ for some positive constant C. Actually, one has
holds uniformly in s 1 , s 2 with some positive constants C and C ′ . Thus it suffices to verify that when
Then (4.5) together with (4.8) imply (4.6) with α = 4/3. Note that, by definition we have
In the sequel, we will show (4.8) by a Green function comparison strategy. To this end, at first, we will approximate the indicator functions 1 {s 1 <λ i ≤s 2 } , i = 1, · · · , n by smooth functions expressed in terms of the Green function with the help of the following lemma. 
with some positive constant C ′ .
Proof. By the isotropic delocalization property (2.6) and the definite bound |y i | 2 ≤ 1 we see that it suffices to show for some sufficiently small constant ǫ > 0,
Now we choose Observe that both η and θ are much less than s 2 − s 1 . Now we split the real line into R = L 1 ∪ L 2 , where
We will show that when λ i ∈ L 1 , one has
To see (4.11), we use the following elementary fact.
1 π
Note that when λ i ∈ L 1 , then one has
By the basic asymptotic properties of arctan(x) one has for λ i ∈ L 1 ,
with some positive constant C. Let N n (I) be the number of the eigenvalues falling into the region I ∈ R. Then we have
Now we use the so-called local semicircle law (for instance, see Theorem 1.8 of [16] ) in the sense that for any interval I ∈ R with its length |I| ≥ n −1+c for any sufficiently small but fixed constant c > 0,
with overwhelming probability when n is sufficiently large. Now we decompose the real line as
where K n = O(n 1−c ) and
Here we can choose K n such that
We will show that
with overwhelming probability. At first, by the rigidity property provided in [10] we see that all the eigenvalues of M n are in [−5, 5] with overwhelming probability.
Thus it suffices to show with overwhelming probability,
Here in the third step we have used (4.13). Moreover, by (4.10) and (4.13) we also have
with overwhelming probability for some positive constant C. Combining (4.12), (4.14) and (4.15) we have
with overwhelming probability. Now by noticing that the left hand side of (4.16) is bounded by 2n definitely, we also have
Then by (4.17) and the definitions of θ and η we can see (4.9). Thus we complete the proof.
Note that
For simplicity, we will use the notation in [12] to write A vw = v * Aw for any matrix A. Particularly, A ve i and A e i v will be simply denoted by A vi and A iv in the sequel. Then with the aid of Lemma 4.2 and (4.18), it suffices to prove the following lemma. 
Proof. Below, we will focus on the real case for simplicity. The proof for the complex case is just analogous. Let
be GOE and G(z) be its corresponding Green function. At first, we will show that (4.19) holds for GOE. Note that by Lemma 4.2 we can go back to the original quantity to show
By (4.7) it suffices to show that
Note that for the Gaussian case, y is uniformly distributed on S n−1 . By using (3.2) and the isotropic delocalization property (2.6) again, we see that it suffices to verify
Recall the fact
Here g R = (g 1 , · · · , g n ) T is the n × 1 random vector with i.i.d N (0, 1) coefficients. Note that it is elementary to see
for any given integer m ≥ 0. Moreover, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Assume that y = (y 1 , · · · , y n ) T is uniformly distributed on S n−1 . For any i, j, k, l different from each other,
Proof. Note that we always have
Therefore, we have
where the last step follows from (4.22) directly. Now note that y is an exchangeable random vector. Thus by symmetry, we see that every term in the summation in (4.25) is the same, thus (4.23) follows. (4.24) can be verified similarly. Note
where the last step follows from (4.22) and (4.23). Now again by symmetry, we can get (4.24). So we complete the proof. Now by using (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) we have
which implies (4.21) for GOE. Moreover, by the discussions above, (4.19) for the Gaussian case follows. Therefore, it remains to compare the general case with the Gaussian case. That is to say, we only need to show that
To simplify the discussions in the sequel, we truncate the matrix elements of M n and M n at n ǫ , where ǫ > 0 is the small constant chosen in Lemma 4.3. By Condition 1.4, we see that the truncated matrices coincide with the original ones with overwhelming probabilities. Thus their corresponding Green functions also equal to the original ones with overwhelming probabilities. Following from this fact and the definite bounds
we see it suffices to prove (4.26) for the truncated matrices. Therefore, below we will make the additional assumption of
Note that the truncation may change the first four moments of the original elements by tiny amounts. Actually, such minor changes are smaller than n −K with any positive constant K when n is sufficiently large. It will be clear that such small changes on the moments of elements do not affect our comparison procedure. So for simplicity, we will still regard that the two truncated matrices matches to the first four moments. Moreover, note that all the results needed from the references such as [10] and [12] hold with overwhelming probabilities for the original matrices, while the truncated matrices equal to the original ones with overwhelming probabilities, thus the results from these references are still valid for the truncated matrices. The main idea to show (4.26) is a Green function comparison strategy based on the discussions in [12] . To pursue this approach, we need to introduce some notation.
At first we assign a bijective ordering map φ on the index set of the matrix elements,
For 1 ≤ γ ≤ n(n + 1)/2, we define the matrix M γ n to be the Wigner matrix with its (i, j) element being v ij / √ n if φ(i, j) ≤ γ orṽ ij / √ n otherwise. Correspondingly,
we denote the Green function of M γ n by G γ (z). Thus it suffices to estimate the one step difference
and in the end we will use a telescoping argument to sum up all these one step differences to obtain (4.26). Now without loss of generality, we assume that γ = φ(a, b). Thus M 
where
and then Q is a random matrix independent of v ab andṽ ab . Let
Moreover, for simplicity, we rewrite G γ−1 (z) and G γ (z) as S(z) and T (z) respectively. And when there is no confusion, we will omit the variable z from the above notation. Now by the resolvent expansion, one has
Then we can write
Here F i := F i (a, b), i = 0 · · · , 5 whose definitions are given by
Observe that in the real case, every [(RV ) k R] xx can be written as a summation of the terms in the form of
where q k,a,b (R, x) is some product of the factors R xa , R ax , R xb , R bx , R aa , R ab , R ba and R bb . We remind here in the complex case, (v ab ) k should be replaced by
Moreover, the total number of the factors R xa , R ax ,
In the following Lemma 4.5 we will give some crude bounds for the quantities F k . These bounds will be used to provide a crude bound of
through a comparison procedure. Then the crude bound for (4.28) will imply an improved bound for F 0 . Such an improved bound combined with another round of comparison can help us to obtain a good bound for (4.28). In other words, our main route in the sequel is to use a "bootstrap" strategy to get a crude bound of (4.28) at first and then use the crude bound to get the final bound in Lemma 4.3. For ease of presentation, we will use the notation in [12] to set
Lemma 4.5. Under the assumptions in Lemma 4.3, one has with overwhelming probability
and for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5,
Proof. First of all, by truncation, we have that the elements are bounded by n ǫ . Moreover, by assumption one has
for some sufficiently small ǫ > 0. Thus we always have z = E + √ −1η ∈ S which is defined in (2.3). Now we come to verify (4.29). By definition,
Observe that n ǫ ≫ (log n) log log n for sufficiently large n. Using the isotropic local semicircle law (2.5), one has with overwhelming probability
(4.32)
Moreover, by (3.28), (3.29) of [12] and the discussions above them we know
with overwhelming probability. Moreover, analogously, the bound in (4.33) also holds for S ax (z), R ax (z) with overwhelming probability. Then by (4.27), (4.32)-(4.34) one can get that
Thus (4.29) follows immediately. Now we come to verify (4.30). Note that for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, the total number of the factors R xa , R xb , R ax , R bx , S xa ,S xb ,S ax and S bx in each [(−RV ) k R] xx or [(−RV ) k S] xx is 2. Now let p be the total number of the factors R xa , R ax , S xa and S ax , and q be the total number of the factors R xb , R bx , S xb and S bx . Thus p + q = 2. Then by (4.33) and (4.34) one obtains
with overwhelming probability. Thus we conclude the proof of Lemma 4.5.
Following from Lemma 4.5 and the definite bound
one can see that
Here we used the definition of η in Lemma 4.3. However, relying on Lemma 4.5, we can provide a better bound on the 4-th moment of ℑF 0 by a "bootstrap" strategy. Precisely, we will show the following bound,
To verify (4.35), we need the following crude bound for (4.28) for any Wigner matrix M n satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.5. 
Before proving Lemma (4.6), we explain here how it implies (4.35). Note that by definition,
By (4.27), it suffices to show
Note M γ n is also a Wigner matrix satisfying the asumptions in Theorem 1.5. Thus (4.36) follows immediately. So does (4.35). Now we come to prove Lemma 4.6.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Now we will use the mentioned strategy to estimate the one step difference
by inserting the crude bounds of F 0 and F k provided in Lemma 4.5 at first, and then using the telescoping argument we will obtain the bound in Lemma 4.6. By the discussions above, we have
where A ab is a quantity only depending on the first four moments of v ab and independent of v ab itself. Analogously,
where F k (γ − 1 → γ) stands for the quantity defined through replacing V and S by V and T respectively in the definition of F k . Therefore, to get the one step difference one only needs to estimate the second terms of (4.37) and (4.38). We will only handle (4.37) below. (4.38) is just the same. Note that it suffices to estimate the contribution of Now we come to evaluate the case (ii). Thus both of these two cases can be bounded well by our estimates in (4.30) and (4.35). Now we come to deal with the cases (iii) and (iv) whose estimates need more accurate bounds on the products of ℑF k . This relies on the observation that with overwhelming probability, The discussions for these two cases are quite similar to that of (iv) for κ = 5. Actually, we can get 
